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Abstract

Inherent spatial variability is considered as a major source of uncertainties in soil properties, and it affects significantly the performance of
geotechnical structures. However, research that considers, directly and explicitly, the inherent spatial variability in reliability-based design (RBD)
of geotechnical structures is limited. This paper develops a RBD approach that integrates a Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)-based RBD approach,
namely the expanded RBD approach, with random field theory to model, both directly and explicitly, the inherent spatial variability of soil
properties in RBD of drilled shafts. The proposed approach is implemented in a commonly-available spreadsheet environment to effectively
remove the hurdle of reliability computational algorithms and to provide a user-friendly graphical user interface to practicing engineers. To
improve the efficiency and resolution of MCS at small probability levels, the expanded RBD approach is enhanced with an advanced MCS
method called “Subset Simulation”. Equations are derived for the integration of the expanded RBD approach and Subset Simulation. The
proposed approach is illustrated through a drilled shaft design example, and is applied to explore the effects of inherent spatial variability
(including the scale of fluctuation and correlation structure) and to evaluate systematically the equivalent variance technique that is commonly
used to indirectly model inherent spatial variability in current RBD approaches. It is found that inherent spatial variability significantly affects the
RBD of drilled shafts, and its effects are considered in RBD using the proposed approach in a direct and explicit manner. In addition, the results
show that the indirect modeling of inherent spatial variability using the equivalent variance technique with the simplified form of variance
reduction function in RBD might lead to relatively conservative designs in design practice.
& 2013 The Japanese Geotechnical Society. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The properties of geotechnical materials are affected by
various factors in natural geological processes, such as parent
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materials, weathering and erosion processes, transportation
agents, conditions of sedimentation, etc. (e.g., Mitchell and
Soga, 2005). These factors vary spatially from one location to
another, which subsequently lead to inherent spatial variability
of geotechnical properties (Vanmarcke, 1977, 1983). Inherent
spatial variability has been considered as a major source of
uncertainties in soil properties (e.g., Christian et al., 1994;
Kulhawy, 1996; Phoon and Kulhawy, 1999a; Baecher and
Christian, 2003). It significantly affects the performance of
geotechnical structures that, under a probabilistic framework, is
commonly measured by the probability of failure pf (or reliability
index β) of geotechnical structures (e.g., Fenton and Griffiths,
2002, 2007; Zhang and Chu, 2009a, b; Wang et al., 2011b;
Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of random field modeling.
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Luo et al., 2012; Zhang and Chen, 2012; Kasama et al., 2012;
Teixeira et al., 2012; Kim and Sitar, 2013).

The effect of inherent spatial variability has been, directly
and explicitly, incorporated into the probabilistic analysis of
geotechnical structures using random field theory in several
previous studies (e.g., Fenton and Griffiths, 2002, 2003;
Griffiths and Fenton, 2004, 2009; Huang et al., 2010; Wang
et al., 2011b; Li et al., 2013). Note that the probabilistic
analysis aims to estimate the pf (or β) for an existing
geotechnical structure or a pre-defined design (e.g., Zhang
et al., 2011). This is the inverse of the reliability-based design
(RBD), which aims to determine an optimal design of
geotechnical structures that satisfies a series of pre-defined
performance requirements, including target failure probability
pT (or target reliability index βT) (e.g., Honjo et al., 2010).
In current RBD approaches, the inherent spatial variability is
commonly addressed through an equivalent variance technique
(e.g., Phoon et al., 1995; Klammler et al., 2010; Naghibi and
Fenton 2011; Fenton and Naghibi, 2011; Luo et al., 2012). In
the equivalent variance technique, the soil property within a
statistically homogenous soil mass is characterized by a single
random variable that represents the spatial average of the soil
property over the soil mass and has a reduced variance due to
the spatial averaging (Vanmarcke, 1977, 1983). The equivalent
variance technique models the inherent spatial variability in an
indirect and implicit manner, and the effect of such an indirect
modeling method (i.e., equivalent variance technique) in RBD
has not been explored systematically.

This study develops a RBD approach for drilled shafts,
which integrates a Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)-based RBD
approach, namely the expanded RBD approach (Wang, 2011,
2013; Wang et al., 2011a), with the random field theory to
model, directly and explicitly, the inherent spatial variability of
soil properties in RBD of drilled shafts. The proposed
approach is implemented in a commonly-available EXCEL
spreadsheet environment to effectively remove the hurdle of
reliability computational algorithm and to provide a user-
friendly graphical user interface to practicing engineers. Then,
the effect of indirect modeling of inherent spatial variability
using the equivalent variance technique in current RBD
approaches is evaluated systematically. In addition, to improve
the computational efficiency and resolution of MCS, the
expanded RBD approach is further enhanced with an advanced
MCS method called “Subset Simulation”.

This paper starts with the probabilistic modeling of the
inherent spatial variability of soil properties for the drilled shaft
design, followed by an introduction to the expanded RBD
approach, the Subset Simulation, and their integration. Then, the
proposed approach is illustrated through a drilled shaft design
example and is applied to explore effects of inherent spatial
variability (including the scale of fluctuation and correlation
structure) and the indirect modeling of inherent spatial varia-
bility using the equivalent variance technique in RBD. In
addition, the effect of a key factor (i.e., the so-called “driving
variable”) in Subset Simulation is also explored. Recommenda-
tions are provided for the proper selection of the driving variable
when using Subset Simulation in the expanded RBD approach.
2. Inherent spatial variability modeling in RBD

2.1. Random field modeling (RFM)

Random field theory (Vanmarcke, 1977, 1983) is applied in
this subsection to model, directly and explicitly, the inherent
spatial variability of soil properties in RBD of drilled shafts.
Consider, for example, the effective stress friction angle ϕ′ in a
statistically homogenous soil layer, as shown in Fig. 1. The
inherent spatial variability of ϕ′ with depth is characterized by
a one-dimensional homogenous lognormal random field ϕ′(zi),
in which zi is the depth and ϕ′ is a lognormal random variable
with a mean μϕ′ and standard deviation sϕ′ (or coefficient of
variation COVϕ′¼sϕ′/μϕ′). In the context of random fields, the
spatial correlation between variations of ϕ′ at different loca-
tions is characterized by the scale of fluctuation and correlation
structure (Vanmarcke, 1977, 1983; Li and Der Kiureghian,
1993). Here, the correlation structure is taken as a single
exponential correlation function, and the correlation coefficient
ρij between the logarithms (e.g., ln ϕ′(zi) and ln ϕ′(zj)) of ϕ′ at
respective depths zi and zj is given by (e.g., Fenton, 1999a, b;
Wang et al., 2010a; Cao and Wang, 2013)

ρij ¼ expð�2jzi�zjj=λÞ ð1Þ
where λ=scale of fluctuation. As implied by Eq. (1), when
|zi�zj|Zλ, ln ϕ′(zi) and ln ϕ′(zj) are effectively uncorrelated
(Vanmarcke, 1977, 1983). When |zi�zj| is much smaller
than λ, ln ϕ′(zi) and lnϕ′(zj) are highly correlated. Note that
the approach proposed in this study is general and equally
applicable for different correlation structures. The effect of
different correlation structures on RBD is further discussed in a
later section.
Fig. 1 illustrates a drilled shaft with a diameter B and depth

D, and the soil layer surrounding the drilled shaft is divided
into Nt sub-layers, each of which has a thickness of d. Note
that the soil layer surrounding the drilled shaft is discretized
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into Nt sub-layers in RFM, and such sub-layers do not
correspond to the soil layers identified based on the soil
classification in geotechnical site investigation. The drilled
shaft is installed in the upper Ns sub-layers, in which Ns¼D/d.
The f′ in each sub-layer is represented by an entry in the
effective stress friction angle vector f 0 ¼ ½f0ðz1Þ;f0ðz2Þ; ::::;
f0ðzNtÞ�, in which f′(zi) and zi, i¼1, 2,…, Nt, represent the
effective stress friction angle f′ and average depth in the i-th
sub-layer, respectively. In the context of a random field, the
logarithm (i.e., ln f′ ¼ ½ ln f′ðz1Þ; ln f′ðz2Þ;…; ln f′ðzNtÞ�) of
f′ has the following representation (Wang et al., 2010a; Cao
and Wang, 2013)

ln f′ ¼ μln f′lþsln f′L
Tx ð2Þ

where μln f′ ¼ ln μf′�s2ln f′=2 and sln f′ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln ½1þðsf′=μf′Þ2�

q
are the mean and standard deviation of

the logarithm (i.e., ln f′) of f′, respectively; l= a vector with
Nt components that are all equal to one; x= [x1,…, xNt]

T= a
standard Gaussian vector with Nt independent components;
L=a Nt-by-Nt upper-triangular matrix obtained by Cholesky
decomposition of the correlation matrix R satisfying

R ¼ LTL ð3Þ
and the (i,j)-th entry of R is given by the correlation function,
e.g., Eq. (1).

Note that the random field is discretized into Ns sub-layers,
and the soil property in each sub-layer is approximately
represented by the random sample generated at the midpoint
of the sub-layer in this study. Such an approximation is
accurate only when the thickness (i.e., d) of the sub-layer is
much smaller than the scale of fluctuation (i.e., λ) due to the
effects of local spatial averaging (Vanmarcke, 1977). To
ensure the accuracy of random field modeling, the thickness
(i.e., d) of sub-layers needs to be very small with respect to the
scale of fluctuation λ. In addition, a stationary (i.e., statistically
homogeneous) random field is used herein to model the
inherent spatial variability of soil properties (e.g., f′) in a soil
layer, and the random field model parameters are considered
spatially constant within the soil layer. However, it should be
noted that soil properties (e.g., effective friction angle) might
exhibit obvious spatial trends and, therefore, cannot be
modeled directly using local stationary random fields. In such
a case, the spatial trend needs to be removed (i.e., perform de-
trending or normalization) before using local stationary ran-
dom fields to model the inherent spatial variability (e.g.,
Fenton, 1999a, b; Phoon et al., 2003; Cao and Wang, 2013).

Although the random field modeling (RFM) addresses the
inherent spatial variability in a direct and explicit manner,
research is relatively limited that applies RFM to model the
inherent spatial variability of soil properties in the RBD of
geotechnical structures. In current RBD approaches, the equiva-
lent variance technique is commonly used to address the inherent
spatial variability in an indirect and implicit manner. Effects of
the indirect modeling method (i.e., equivalent variance technique)
on RBD can be evaluated by comparing the design results when
using RFM in RBD with those when using equivalent variance
technique. For this purpose, this study also uses the equivalent
variance technique to model, indirectly and implicitly, the
inherent spatial variability in RBD of drilled shafts, as discussed
in the next subsection.

2.2. Equivalent variance technique

In the equivalent variance technique, the soil property within
a statistically homogenous soil mass (e.g., a depth interval Δz
within a statistically homogenous soil layer) is characterized
by a single random variable that represents the spatial average
of the soil property over the soil mass and has a reduced
variance due to the spatial averaging (e.g., Vanmarcke, 1977;
Griffiths and Fenton, 2004; Luo et al., 2012). Consider, for
example, the lognormally distributed f′ in a statistically
homogenous soil layer where the drilled shaft is installed.
Let f′Δz represents the spatial average of f′ over a depth
interval Δz. Due to the spatial averaging over Δz, the variance
of the equivalent normal random variable ln f′ is reduced, and
the variance reduction of ln f′ is described by a variance
reduction factor Γ2

Δz in the equivalent variance technique,
which can be calculated as (e.g., Vanmarcke, 1977; Phoon and
Kulhawy, 1999b; El-Ramly et al., 2002)

Γ2
Δz ¼

1 Δzoλ

λ=Δz Δz4λ

(
ð4Þ

Eq. (4) gives a simplified form of the variance reduction
function to conveniently calculate the variance reduction factor
for various correlation structures, and it is valid for different
correlation functions (Vanmarcke, 1977). Using Eq. (4) in the
equivalent variance technique bypasses the need of determin-
ing the exact correlation structure of soil properties. It has been
widely used in geotechnical literature (e.g., Vanmarcke, 1977;
Phoon and Kulhawy, 1999b; El-Ramly et al., 2002). Therefore,
Eq. (4) is applied in the equivalent variance technique to
explore the effect of indirect modeling of inherent spatial
variability on RBD of drilled shafts in this study.
For the drilled shaft design problem, the capacity of a drilled

shaft consists of the side resistance Qsideand tip resistance Qtip.
Fig. 2 shows the respective influence zones for evaluating Qside

and Qtip. The influence zone for evaluating Qside is the depth
interval along the shaft depth D, and, hence, its length is D.
The influence zone for evaluating Qtip includes a depth interval
from La above the tip to Lb below the tip. The length (L) of
influence zone for evaluating Qtip is, therefore, equal to
LaþLb, i.e., L¼LaþLb. Calculations of Qside and Qtip need
the values of f′ over their respective influence zones, i.e., the
depth intervals of D and L. Let f′side and f′tip denote the
respective spatial averages of f′ over D and L. f′side and f′tip
can be written as (Griffiths and Fenton, 2004; Wang and
Kulhawy, 2008)

f′side ¼ expðμln f′þsln f′

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ2
D

q
x1Þ ð5Þ

f′tip ¼ exp½μln f′þsln f′

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ2
L

q
ðx1ρAþx2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�ρ2A

q
Þ� ð6Þ
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Fig. 2. Illustration of influence zones for evaluating the drilled shaft capacity.
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in which x1 and x2= uncorrelated standard Gaussian random
variables; Γ2

D and Γ2
L= the respective variance reduction

factors of ln f′ due to the spatial averaging over D and L,
and they are calculated from Eq. (4) using their respective
averaging intervals, i.e., Δz¼D for Γ2

D and Δz¼L for Γ2
L; ρA¼

the correlation coefficient between the logarithms (i.e., ln f′side
and ln f′tip) of f′side and f′tip, and it is given by (Vanmarcke,
1977, 1983; Zhang and Chen, 2012; Chen and Zhang, 2013)

ρA ¼ D2
0Γ

2
D0
�D2

1Γ
2
D1
�D2

2Γ
2
D2
þD2

12Γ
2
D12

2DL
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ2
DΓ

2
L

q ð7Þ

in which D0=La, D1=D�La, D2=Lb, and D12=DþLb; Γ2
D0
,

Γ2
D1
, Γ2

D2
, and Γ2

D12
= the respective variance reduction factors

of ln f′ due to the spatial averaging over the depth intervals
D0, D1, D2, and D12, and they are calculated from Eq. (4) using
their respective averaging intervals, i.e., D0 for Γ2

D0
, D1 for

Γ2
D1
, D2 for Γ2

D2
, and D12 for Γ2

D12
.

Note that the choice of influence zones for deterministic
calculations of Qside and Qtip affects variance reduction factors
(i.e., Γ2

D, Γ
2
L, Γ

2
D0
, Γ2

D1
, Γ2

D2
, and Γ2

D12
) in the equivalent variance

technique. This subsequently influences the uncertainty modeling
of f′ (see Eqs. (5) and (6)). When using the equivalent variance
technique in RBD, the uncertainty modeling of f′ is, therefore,
coupled with deterministic analysis of drilled shafts. In contrast,
the RFM of inherent spatial variability can be deliberately
decoupled from deterministic analysis of drilled shafts. This
allows the deterministic analysis of drilled shafts and uncertainty
modeling to be performed separately by personnel with different
expertise and in a parallel fashion. This alleviates the geotechnical
practitioners from reliability computational algorithm so that they
can focus on the drilled shaft design problem itself. This will be
further illustrated through a design example later. Both the RFM
and equivalent variance technique are conveniently applied in the
expanded RBD approach to model the inherent spatial variability
of soil properties because the uncertainty modeling (e.g., inherent
spatial variability modeling) is transparent to designers in the
expanded RBD approach (Wang, 2011, 2013; Wang et al.,
2011a). In the next section, the mathematical framework of the
expanded RBD approach is introduced.

3. Expanded reliability-based design (expanded RBD)
approach

The drilled shaft design process aims to find a set of B and D
values that satisfy a series of pre-defined performance require-
ments, including the ultimate limit state (ULS) and service-
ability limit state (SLS) requirements and the target failure
probability pT or target reliability index βΤ. In the context of
the expanded RBD approach, the drilled shaft design process is
formulated as an expanded reliability problem (Au, 2005;
Wang et al., 2011a), in which the design parameters (i.e.,
diameter B and depth D) are artificially considered as
independent discrete random variables with uniformly distrib-
uted probability mass function p(B,D). Then, the design
process is revised as a process of calculating failure probabil-
ities corresponding to designs with various combinations of B
and D (i.e., conditional probability p(Failure|B,D)) and com-
paring them with pT. Feasible designs are those with p(Failure|
B,D)rpT. Failure herein refers to events in which the factor of
safety (i.e., FSuls or FSsls for ULS or SLS requirements,
respectively) is less than one. Using the Bayes' Theorem (e.g.,
Ang and Tang, 2007), the conditional probability p(Failure|B,
D) is given by

pðFailurejB;DÞ ¼ pðB;DjFailureÞ
pðB;DÞ pf ð8Þ

in which p(B,D|Failure)¼conditional joint probability of B and
D given failure; pf¼ the probability of failure; p(B,D)¼1/
(nBnD), where nB and nD are numbers of possible discrete
values of B and D, respectively.
The expanded RBD approach employs a single run of direct

MCS to estimate p(B,D|Failure) and pf, which are further used
in Eq. (8) to obtain p(Failure|B,D) (Wang, 2011, 2013; Wang
et al., 2011a). However, direct MCS suffers from a lack of
efficiency and resolution at small probability levels, which are
of great interest in design practice. This necessitates a large
number of direct MCS samples for expanded RBD and
requires extensive computational efforts, which might hamper
the application of the approach in design practice. To improve
the computational efficiency and generate failure samples
efficiently for calculating p(B,D|Failure), pf, and p(Failure|B,
D) in Eq. (8), the expanded RBD approach is enhanced with an
advanced MCS called “Subset Simulation” (Au and Beck,
2001, 2003) in this study.

4. Subset Simulation

Subset Simulation is an advanced MCS method that uses
conditional probability and Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method to efficiently compute small tail probability
(Au and Beck, 2001, 2003; Honjo, 2008). It expresses a rare
event E with a small probability as a sequence of intermediate
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events {E1, E2, …, Em} with larger conditional probability and
employs specially designed Markov chains to generate condi-
tional samples of these intermediate events until the target
sample domain is achieved. Let Y be the output parameter that
is of interest and increases monotonically, and define the rare
event E as E={Y4y}, where y is a given threshold value for
determining whether E occurs. In this study, Y is referred to as
“driving variable”. The choice of driving variable Y is pivotal
to efficient generation of conditional samples of interest.
For the drilled shaft design problem herein, Y is defined as BD/
FSmin, in which FSmin is the minimum factor of safety (FS) among
the FSuls and FSsls for respective ULS and SLS requirements. The
selection of driving variable for the expanded RBD will be further
discussed in a later section.

Let y=ym4ym�14…4y24y140 be a decreasing
sequence of intermediate threshold values. Then, the inter-
mediate events {Ek, k=1, 2, …, m} are defined as Ek=
{Y4yk}, k=1, 2, …, m. By sequentially conditioning on the
intermediate events {Ek, k=1, 2, …, m}, the probability of
event E, i.e., p(E={Y4y}), can be written as

pðEÞ ¼ pðEmÞ ¼ pðE1Þ ∏
m

k¼2
pðEkjEk�1Þ ð9Þ

in which p(E1)=probability of E1; p(Ek|Ek�1)=probability of
Ek conditional on Ek�1. In implementations, y1, y2, … ym are
generated adaptively using information from simulated sam-
ples so that the sample estimate of p(E1) and {p(Ek|Ek�1), k=2,
…, m} always corresponds to a common specified value of
conditional probability p0.

Subset Simulation has been applied to geotechnical engi-
neering problems (e.g., Santoso et al., 2009; Au et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2010b, 2011b). It has recently been programmed
in a commonly-available EXCEL spreadsheet environment as
a VBA Add-In and can be readily used by practitioners (Au
et al., 2010). Further details of Subset Simulation and its
implementation in the EXCEL spreadsheet environment are
referred to Au and Beck (2001 and 2003), Au et al. (2010), and
Wang et al., (2010b).

5. Integration of expanded RBD approach with Subset
Simulation

Consider designing a drilled shaft by the expanded RBD
approach and performing a Subset Simulation with mþ1
levels of simulations to estimate p(B,D|Failure), pf, and p
(Failure|B,D) in Eq. (8). In the expanded RBD approach, B and
D are artificially treated as uncertain parameters, and their
random samples are generated in Subset Simulation. The
sample space Ω of B and D is divided into mþ1 individual
subsets {Ωk, k¼0, 1, 2, …, m} by the intermediate threshold
values {yk, k¼1, 2, …, m} of Y¼BD/FSmin, in which Ω0 is the
complementary set of E1 (i.e., Ω0¼{0rYry1}); Ωk, k¼1,
…, m�1 is equal to Ek–Ekþ1 (i.e., Ωk¼{ykoYrykþ1}); and
Ωm is equal to Em (i.e., Ωm¼{Y4ym}). In Subset Simulation,
the intermediate threshold values {yk, k¼1, 2, …, m} are
adaptively determined to generate mþ1 individual subsets
{Ωk, k¼0, 1, 2, …, m} of B and D, and samples in different
subsets are generated level by level and carry different weights
in the calculation of pf and p(B,D|Failure). According to the
Theorem of Total Probability (e.g., Ang and Tang, 2007), pf is
expressed as

pf ¼ ∑
m

k ¼ 0
pðFailurejΩkÞpðΩkÞ ð10Þ

where p(Failure|Ωk)¼ the conditional failure probability given
sampling in Ωk; p(Ωk)¼ the probability of the event Ωk. p
(Failure|Ωk) is estimated as the ratio of the failure sample
number in Ωk over the total sample number in Ωk. p(Ωk) is
calculated as

pðΩ0Þ ¼ 1�p0
pðΩkÞ ¼ pk0�pkþ1

0 ; k¼ 1; … m�1
pðΩmÞ ¼ pm0 ð11Þ
Note that Ωk, k¼0, 1, 2, …, m, are mutually exclusive and

collectively exhaustive events, i.e., p(Ωk\Ωj)¼0 for ka j and
∑m

k ¼ 0pðΩkÞ ¼ 1. When p(Failure|Ωk), p(Ωk), and pf are
obtained, the conditional probability p(Ωk|Failure) is calculated
using the Bayes' Theorem

pðΩkjFailureÞ ¼
pðFailurejΩkÞpðΩkÞ

pf
ð12Þ

Then, the conditional probability p(B,D|Failure) of a specific
combination of B and D is given by the Theorem of Total
Probability as

pðB;DjFailureÞ

¼ ∑
m

k ¼ 0
pðB;DjFailure \ ΩkÞpðΩkjFailureÞ ð13Þ

where p(B,D|Failure\Ωk)¼ the conditional probability of a
combination of B and D given sampling in Ωk and occurrence
of failure, and it is expressed as the ratio of the number of
failure samples in Ωk with a combination of B and D over the
total failure sample number in Ωk. Let nΩk denote the total
failure sample number in Ωk. Among these nΩk failure samples
in Ωk, there might exist various combinations of B and D.
If the number of failure samples for a given combination of B
and D in Ωk is denoted as nΩk,BD. Then, the p(B,D|Failure\Ωk)
value for the given combination of B and D is calculated as
nΩk,BD/nΩk.

Using Eq. (10)–(13), pf and p(B,D|Failure) are calculated
from the Subset Simulation. Then, p(Failure|B,D) is given by
Eq. (8). Since failure is defined as FSulso1 for ULS or
FSslso1 for SLS, two sets of conditional failure probabilities
p(Failure|B,D) [i.e., the conditional ULS and SLS failure
probabilities (pf

ULS and pf
SLS) given different combinations of

B and D] are calculated for the drilled shaft design. Finally,
feasible design values of B and D are determined by compar-
ing the p(Failure|B,D) with pT. To facilitate the design practice,
this study implements Eqs. (8) and (10)–(13) in a commonly-
available EXCEL spreadsheet environment as a VBA Add-In
to calculate the conditional failure probability (e.g., p(Failure|
B,D)) for expanded RBD, and combines the RBD Add-In and
the Subset Simulation Add-In developed by Au et al. (2010)
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together. The combined Add-In is further illustrated in the next
section.
6. Illustrative example

Phoon et al. (1995) illustrated the multiple resistance factor
design (MRFD) approach using a drilled shaft design example
shown in Fig. 3. This drilled shaft is installed in loose sand
with a total unit weight γ¼20.0 kN/m3, mean effective stress
friction angle μf′¼321, and mean at-rest coefficient of
horizontal soil stress μK0

¼1.0. The shaft diameter B, concrete
unit weight γcon, and nominal operative in-situ horizontal stress
coefficient ratio (K/K0)n are 1.2 m, 24.0 kN/m3, and 1.0,
respectively, and the water table is at the ground surface.
The shaft is assumed to fail in drained general shear under a
design compression load F50¼800 kN with an allowable
displacement ya¼25 mm. The key design parameters in this
example are the drilled shaft diameter B and depth D, which
are required to support the design compression load without
ULS failure and to have a shaft displacement less than 25 mm.
Using the MRFD approach, Phoon et al. (1995) showed that
D¼5.0 m is a feasible design for ULS and SLS pT of
pT
ULS¼0.00069 (i.e., βT

ULS¼3.2) and pT
SLS¼0.0047 (i.e.,

βT
SLS¼2.6) when COVf′¼15%–20% and B¼1.2 m. Note that

Phoon et al. (1995) models f′ in the sand layer by a single
random variable. The inherent spatial variability of f′ in the
sand layer is, therefore, not modeled directly or explicitly in
their study.

To account directly and explicitly for the inherent spatial
variability of f′ in RBD, the proposed approach is used to re-
design the drilled shaft design example in this section. The
proposed approach is implemented in a commonly-available
EXCEL spreadsheet environment by a package of worksheets
B  

D

γ = 20 kN/m3

μφ´ = 32º

μK0 = 1.0

(K/K0)n = 1.0

F50       = 800 kN

 ya        = 25 mm

φ′(z1)

φ′(z2)

φ′(zi)d = 0.2 m 

φ′(z100)

φ′(zNs)

φ′(zNs+1)

Fig. 3. Design example of drilled shaft under drained compression.
Modified from Phoon et al. (1995) and Wang et al. (2011a).
and VBA functions/Add-Ins. The implementation is divided
into three parts: deterministic model worksheet, uncertainty
model worksheet, and Subset Simulation and RBD Add-In.
The uncertainty modeling and propagation by Subset Simula-
tion and calculation of the conditional failure probability for
the expanded RBD are deliberately decoupled from the
deterministic model worksheet for traditional drilled shaft
design calculation so they can proceed as an extension of the
deterministic calculation in a non-intrusive manner. Details of
the three parts of modeling are introduced in the following
three subsections, respectively.

6.1. Deterministic model worksheet

The deterministic model is largely identical to the traditional
drilled shaft design calculation. It takes a given set of system
parameters (e.g., design parameters B and D, design loads, and
soil properties) as input and provides the values of FSuls, FSsls,
and BD/FSmin corresponding to the set of system parameters as
output. As defined by Phoon et al. (1995), the drilled shaft has
a design load F50¼800 kN and an allowable displacement
ya¼25 mm. As shown in Fig. 3, the sand layer surrounding the
drilled shaft is divided into 100 0.2 m-thick sub-layers (i.e.,
Nt¼100 in this example) and the drilled shaft is installed in the
upper Ns sub-layers, where Ns¼D/0.2. The FSuls and FSsls of
the drilled shaft are calculated from

FSuls ¼Quls=F50 ¼ ðQsideþQtip�WÞ=F50 ð14Þ

FSsls ¼Qsls=F50 ¼ 0:625a
ya
B

� �b
Quls=F50 ð15Þ

where Quls and Qsls¼ULS and SLS capacity, respectively;
Qside, Qtip, and W¼side resistance, tip resistance, and effective
shaft weight, respectively; and a¼4.0 and b¼0.4 are curve-
fitted parameters for the load–displacement model. The Qside,
Qtip, and W are calculated from

Qside ¼ ∑
Ns

i ¼ 1
Qside;i ¼ πBdðK=K0ÞnK0 ∑

Ns

i ¼ 1
ðs0v;i tan δiÞ

� �
ð16Þ

Qtip ¼ 0:25πB2½0:5Bðγ�γwÞNγζγsζγdζγrþDðγ�γwÞNqζqsζqdζqr�
ð17Þ

W ¼ 0:25πB2Dðγcon�γwÞ ð18Þ
in which Qside,i¼ the side resistance provided by the i-th sub-
layer; s′v,i¼ the average vertical effective stress in the i-th sub-
layer; δi¼ the friction angle at the soil-shaft interface in the i-th
sub-layer¼ the effective stress friction angle f′(zi) in the i-th sub-
layer (for a rough interface); K0¼at-rest coefficient of horizontal
soil stress¼1.0 in this example; d¼ the sub-layer thickness¼0.2
m in this study; γw¼unit weight of water; Nq¼ [tan2(451þf0=2)]
exp(π tan f′) and Nγ¼2(Nqþ1) tan f′ are bearing capacity
factors, where f′¼average value of f′ within the influence
zone for evaluating the tip resistance¼ðd=LÞ∑ðNsþLb=dÞ

i ¼ ðNs�La=dþ1Þ
f0ðziÞ; ζγs¼0.6, ζγd¼ζγr¼1, ζqs¼1þ tan f′, ζqd¼1þ2 tan
f′(1� sin f′)2[(π/180)tan�1 (D/B)], and ζqr¼1 are correction
factors for respective bearing capacity factors. The bearing
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capacity and correction factors are calculated using the basic
Vesić (1975) model with minor updates (Kulhawy, 1991).
Determining the bearing capacity and correction factors requires
the average value (i.e., f′) of f′ within the influence zone for
evaluating Qtip. In this study, the influence zone for evaluating
Qtip is taken as the depth interval from 8B above the shaft tip to
3.5B below the shaft tip, i.e., La¼8B and Lb¼3.5B
(Schmertmann, 1967; Zhang and Chen, 2012). When 8B4D,
La is taken as D, i.e., La=min{8B,D}, where min{ } denotes the
minimum among 8B and D. After Qside, Qtip, and W are obtained,
FSuls and FSsls are calculated from Eqs. (14) and (15), respec-
tively, and BD/FSmin is also calculated in the deterministic model
worksheet. Failure occurs when FSulsr1 or FSslsr1. In
addition, it is worthwhile to point out that although the FSuls
and FSsls are calculated using Eqs. (14)–(18) in this example, the
proposed approach allows general choices of the deterministic
model, including empirical bearing capacity equations, for
calculating the FSuls and FSsls of drilled shafts. However, the
use of such an empirical bearing capacity equation has to follow
the way the soil parameter value was treated in the development
of the equation. For example, average soil parameter values (e.g.,
the average value of f′ within the influence zone for evaluating
the tip resistance) should be used in this example.

Fig. 4 shows the deterministic model worksheet in EXCEL
spreadsheet. The worksheet is divided into three parts: an input
zone, a capacity calculation zone, and an output zone. The
input zone contains the input information required for calculat-
ing the capacity of the drilled shaft, such as soil properties,
design parameters, etc. The input information is used to
calculate Qside, Qtip, W, Quls and Qsls in the capacity calculation
zone. Then, FSuls and FSsls are calculated in the output zone
using Eqs. (14) and (15), and the driving variable BD/FSmin is
also calculated in the output zone. From an input–output
perspective, the deterministic model worksheet takes a given
set of values of system parameters as input, calculates the
safety factors and driving variable, and returns the driving
Fig. 4. Deterministic
variable as an output. No probability concept is involved in the
deterministic model worksheet, and it can be developed by
practitioners without a probabilistic analysis background.
6.2. Uncertainty model worksheet

An uncertainty model worksheet is developed to define the
uncertain system parameters that are treated as random vari-
ables in the expanded RBD approach and to generate random
samples of the random variables using their respective statistics
and distribution types. To account directly and explicitly for the
inherent spatial variability of f′, this section models f′ in the
sand layer by a one-dimensional lognormal random field
f′ ¼ ½f′ðz1Þ;f′ðz2Þ; ::::;f′ðz100Þ�, as shown in Fig. 3. μf′ and
sf′ of f′ are taken as 321 and 5.441 (i.e., COVf′¼17%),
respectively, which are consistent with those values adopted by
Phoon et al. (1995). The correlation structure is given by Eq.
(1), and λ is taken as 4 m, which falls within the typical range
of the vertical scale of fluctuation of in-situ test data on strength
parameters of soil reported in the geotechnical literature, e.g.,
from 2 m to 6 m (Phoon and Kulhawy, 1999a,b). In addition,
since B and D are artificially treated as uniformly distributed
random variables in the expanded RBD approach, their random
samples are also generated in the uncertainty model worksheet
during simulation. In this study, three possible B values of
0.9 m, 1.2 m, and 1.5 m (i.e., nB=3) are considered, and the
possible D values vary from 2.0 m to 10.0 m with an increment
of 0.2 m (i.e., nD=41).
Fig. 5 shows the uncertainty model worksheet, which

consists of three parts: a variable description zone, a random
sample generation zone, and a zone that contains the lower-
triangular matrix (i.e., LT in Eq. (2)) obtained from Cholesky
decomposition of the correlation matrix R. The variable
description zone contains the information on distribution types
model worksheet.



Fig. 5. Uncertainty model worksheet.
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and statistics of random variables f′ðziÞ, i¼1, 2, …,100, B,
and D. Such information is used to generate random samples
of f′ðziÞ, B, and D in the random sample generation zone. The
generation of random samples starts with generating uniform
random samples using an EXCEL built-in function “RAND()”,
which are then transformed to random samples of the target
distribution types (e.g., discrete uniform distributions of B and
D and lognormal distribution of f′ðziÞ). In this study, the
correlated random samples of f′ðziÞ, i¼1, 2, …,100, are
generated using Eq. (2), in which LT is given by the zone
starting from Row 23 (see Fig. 5). Details of the random
sample generation process in EXCEL are referred to Au et al.
(2010). From an input–output perspective, the uncertainty
model worksheet takes no input but returns a set of random
samples of the uncertain system parameters as its output.
It can be developed in parallel with the deterministic model
worksheet.

When the deterministic model worksheet and uncertainty
model worksheet are developed, they are linked together
through their input/output cells to execute a reliability analysis
of the drilled shaft. The link is carried out by simply setting the
cell references for nominal values of uncertain parameters in
deterministic model worksheet to be the cell references for the
random samples in the uncertainty model worksheet. After this
task, the values of uncertain system parameters shown in the
deterministic model worksheet are equal to those generated in
the uncertainty model worksheet, so the values of FSuls, FSsls,
and BD/FSmin calculated in the deterministic model worksheet
are random.

6.3. Subset Simulation and RBD Add-In

When the deterministic model worksheet and uncertainty
model worksheet are completed and linked together, the Subset
Simulation and RBD Add-In developed in this study is
invoked for uncertainty propagation and calculating the con-
ditional failure probability (i.e., p(Failure|B,D) in this study)
for expanded RBD. Fig. 6 shows the Subset Simulation and
RBD Add-In developed in this study, which consists of two
userform pages: one for implementing Subset Simulation and
the other for calculating conditional failure probability for
expanded RBD using random samples generated in Subset
Simulation according to Eqs. (8) and (10)–(13).
Fig. 6(a) shows the userform page for implementing Subset

Simulation. There are eight input fields on the Subset Simula-
tion userform page. They are used to specify the number of
Subset Simulation runs, number of samples per level N,
conditional probability from one level to next p0, the highest
Subset Simulation level m, cell references of the random
variables and their PDF values, and cell references of the
driving variable (e.g., Y¼BD/FSmin) and other variables V
(e.g., random samples and their corresponding 1/FSuls and



Fig. 6. Subset Simulation and RBD Add-In. (a) Subset Simulation userform page and (b) reliability-based design userform page.
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1/FSsls) of interest, respectively. After setting up the userform
page, Subset Simulation starts by clicking the “Run” button.
Using the Add-In, a Subset Simulation run with N¼15,000,
p0¼0.2, and m¼4 is executed, in which a total of NþmN
(1�p0)¼63,000 samples (Au et al., 2010) are simulated. After
the simulation, an output worksheet is created by the Add-In to
record the simulation results, including the random samples
generated in simulation and their corresponding values of
1/FSuls, 1/FSsls, and BD/FSmin. The simulation results are used
as input of the RBD userform page to calculate p(Failure|B,D)
for ULS and SLS failures.

Fig. 6(b) shows the RBD userform page of the Add-In. The
checkbox “RBD” at the top of the userform page is used to
enable/disenable the input fields of “Failure Modes”, “Values of
Design Parameters”, and “Samples of Design Parameters” for
RBD. The Add-In is able to calculate, simultaneously, condi-
tional failure probability for five failure modes, e.g., ULS and
SLS failures in this study. Each failure mode is defined by
three input fields, including the system response (e.g., values
of 1/FSuls or 1/FSsls of random samples generated during
Subset Simulation) of interest, the type of the failure criterion
(i.e., 4 ,¼ , or o), and a critical value (e.g., one for 1/FSuls and
1/FSsls) for judging the failure occurrence. The two input fields
(i.e., “Values of Design Parameters” and “Samples of Design
Parameters”) in the bottom require cell references of possible
values of design parameters (e.g., B and D in this study) and
their random samples generated during Subset Simulation,
respectively. After setting up the userform page, calculating
the conditional failure probability starts by clicking the “Run”
button. After the calculation, the RBD Add-In provides a result
worksheet for each failure mode, which contains the conditional
failure probability of designs with various combinations of
design parameters for the failure mode and a plot of the
conditional failure probability versus design parameters, e.g.,
Fig. 7(a) and (b) for ULS and SLS failures, respectively.

6.4. Determination of feasible designs

Fig. 7 shows the values of p(Failure|B,D) (i.e., pf
ULS and

pf
SLS for ULS and SLS failures, respectively) obtained from a

single run of Subset Simulation by solid lines. The p(Failure|B,
D) is a variation of failure probability as a function of (B,D).
The horizontal axis in Fig. 7 represents the variation of D, and
the values of pf

ULS or pf
SLS for three different values of B are

included in the figure. For a given value of B, both pf
ULS and

pf
SLS decrease as D increases. Similarly, for a given value of D,

both pf
ULS and pf

SLS decrease as B increases. Fig. 7 also
includes the pT

ULS¼0.00069 and pT
SLS¼0.0047 adopted by

Phoon et al. (1995), and feasible designs are those that fall
below the pT

ULS and pT
SLS shown in the figure.

For the ULS requirement, the feasible designs include the
drilled shafts with B¼1.5 m and DZ2.6 m, B¼1.2 m and
DZ3.8 m, or B¼0.9 m and DZ5.6 m (see Fig. 7(a)). For the
SLS requirement, the feasible designs include those with
B¼1.5 m and DZ4.0 m, B¼1.2 m and DZ5.2 m, or B¼0.9
m and DZ7.2 m (see Fig. 7(b)). For a given value of B, the
minimum feasible values (i.e., 4.0 m, 5.2 m, and 7.2 m for
B¼1.5 m, 1.2 m and 0.9 m, respectively) of D for the SLS
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Fig. 7. Conditional failure probability obtained from Subset Simulation and
direct MCS. (a) Ultimate limit state (ULS) failure and (b) serviceability limit
state (SLS) failure.
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requirement are larger than those (i.e., 2.6 m, 3.8 m, and 5.6 m
for B¼1.5 m, 1.2 m and 0.9 m, respectively) for the ULS
requirement. The SLS requirement is therefore the critical one
that controls the design, and the feasible designs are the same
as those for the SLS requirement. Phoon et al. (1995) also
found that the SLS requirement is the critical one in this design
example, which is consistent with the observation herein.
6.5. Validation of Subset Simulation results

To validate the results obtained from Subset Simulation, the
values of pf

ULS and pf
SLS for various combinations of B and D

are also re-evaluated by the expanded RBD approach with
direct MCS. A single run of direct MCS with 20,000,000
samples is performed to calculate the values of pf

ULS and pf
SLS

in this example. To enable a consistent comparison with the
results obtained from Subset Simulation, the deterministic
modeling for calculating FSuls and FSsls and uncertainty
modeling for generating random samples in direct MCS follow
those adopted in Subset Simulation. Details of the expanded
RBD approach with direct MCS are referred to Wang (2011),
Wang et al. (2011a), and Wang (2013).
Fig. 7 also includes the results of pf
ULS and pf

SLS obtained
from a single run of direct MCS by dashed lines. For a given
value of B, the dashed line plots closely to the solid line. The
results obtained from direct MCS are in good agreement with
those obtained from Subset Simulation. Such agreement
validates the proposed expanded RBD approach with Subset
Simulation. Compared with the expanded RBD approach with
direct MCS, only 63,000 random samples are, however,
generated in Subset Simulation, which are much less than
the 20,000,000 samples used in direct MCS. Subset Simulation
improves, significantly, the computational efficiency at small
probability levels, and it significantly enhances the expanded
RBD approach in design situations with a small target failure
probability (e.g., pT

ULS¼0.00069 and pT
SLS¼0.0047 in this

study).

7. Effects of scale of fluctuation

The proposed approach accounts, directly and explicitly, for
inherent spatial variability of soil properties in RBD through
RFM. In the RFM, the spatial correlation is characterized by
the scale of fluctuation λ and the correlation structure. A
sensitivity study is carried out in this section to explore the
effect of the scale of fluctuation on RBD of drilled shafts
together with the single exponential correlation structure (i.e.,
Eq. (1)). In addition, the effect of the correlation structure is
explored in the next section.
For consideration of different spatial correlations, a series of

Subset Simulation runs are performed with different λ values
varying from 0.5 m to þ1, each of which has m¼4, p0¼0.2,
and N¼15, 000. As implied by Eq. (1), the spatial correlation
increases as λ increases for a given separation distance |zi–zj|.
When λ¼þ1, the components in f′ are fully correlated and
the spatial variability is ignored [i.e., f′ðz1Þ ¼f′ðz2Þ ¼ ; :::; ¼
f′ðz100Þ]. After each Subset Simulation run, the values of pf

ULS

and pf
SLS for different combinations of B and D are calculated

using the RBD Add-In (see Fig. 6(b)), and the feasible designs
for the λ value used in the Subset Simulation run are then
determined accordingly by comparing the values of pf

ULS and
pf
SLS with pT

ULS¼0.00069 and pT
SLS¼0.0047, respectively.

Fig. 8 shows the variation of the minimum feasible value (i.
e., Dmin) of D for B¼0.9 m, 1.2 m, and 1.5 m as a function of
the scale of fluctuation λ by three solid lines with circles,
squares, and triangles, respectively. The three solid lines
follow a similar trend. As λ increases from 0.5 m to þ1,
Dmin increases from 5.4 m to 10.0 m, from 3.6 m to 8.0 m, and
from 2.6 m to 6.2 m for B¼0.9 m, 1.2 m and 1.5 m, respec-
tively. The scale of fluctuation affects the RBD of the drilled
shaft significantly. If soil properties (e.g., f′) are considered
fully correlated or the inherent spatial variability is ignored (i.
e., λ¼þ1), Dmin is over-estimated significantly and the
design is conservative, particularly when the spatial variability
is relatively significant (i.e., λ is relatively small). This is
attributed to the over-estimation of the failure probability of the
designs at small probability levels when ignoring inherent spatial
variability (e.g., Sivakumar Babu and Mukesh, 2004; Griffiths
and Fenton, 2004; Wang et al., 2011b). The proposed approach in
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this study accounts for the effect of the scale of fluctuation on
RBD of drilled shafts in a direct and explicit manner.
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Fig. 9. Conditional failure probability obtained using different correlation
structures. (a) Ultimate limit state (ULS) failure and (b) serviceability limit
state (SLS) failure.
8. Effects of correlation structure

To explore the effect of the correlation structure on RBD of
drilled shafts, the design example shown in Fig. 3 is re-
designed using the proposed approach together with a correla-
tion structure different from Eq. (1) in the RFM. Consider, for
example, a cosine exponential correlation function (e.g.,
Vanmarcke, 1977; Phoon et al., 2003)

ρij ¼ expð�jzi�zjj=λÞ cos ½ðzi�zjÞ=λ� ð19Þ
A Subset Simulation run with m=4, p0=0.2, and N=15,000 is

then performed to re-evaluate the values of pf
ULS and pf

SLS for
various combinations of B and D, in which the inherent spatial
variability is modeled by the RFM together with Eq. (19) and
λ=4 m. To enable a consistent comparison with the results
obtained using Eq. (1), the uncertainty modeling and determinis-
tic modeling in the Subset Simulation generally follow those
adopted in the illustrative example (see the Subsections entitled
“Uncertainty Model Worksheet” and “Deterministic Model
Worksheet”, respectively), except for the correlation structure.

Fig. 9 shows the values of pf
ULS and pf

SLS for the designs
with various combinations of B and D obtained using the
cosine exponential correlation structure by dashed lines. For
comparison, Fig. 9 also includes the results of pf

ULS and pf
SLS

obtained using the single exponential correlation structure and
λ¼4 m by solid lines. For a given value of B, the dashed line
generally plots above the solid line. Compared with the results
obtained using the single exponential correlation function,
using the cosine exponential correlation function in the RFM
leads to relatively large values of pf

ULS and pf
SLS for a given

design at small probability levels. This subsequently results in
relatively conservative feasible designs at the target failure
probability level (e.g., pT

ULS¼0.00069 and pT
SLS¼0.0047, see

Fig. 9). The correlation structure has considerable effects on
RBD of drilled shafts. Such effects are considered, directly and
explicitly, in RBD using the proposed approach.
9. Effects of the indirect modeling method

To evaluate the effect of the indirect modeling of inherent
spatial variability using the equivalent variance technique in RBD
of drilled shafts, this section applies the expanded RBD approach
with Subset Simulation to re-design the drilled shaft design
example together with the equivalent variance technique to
model the inherent spatial variability of f′. As discussed in the
Subsection entitled “Equivalent Variance Technique”, f′ in the
soil layer surrounding the drilled shaft is modeled by f′side and
f′tip in the equivalent variance technique, which represent the
respective spatial averages of f′ over the shaft depth D and the
length L (e.g., min{8B,D}þ3.5B in this study) of the influence
zone for evaluating Qtip. Using Eqs. (5) and (6), the random
samples of f′side and f′tip are generated in the uncertainty model
worksheet, respectively. In addition, the random samples of B and
D are also simulated in the uncertainty model worksheet.
For each set of random samples, Qtip is calculated from

Eq. (17) using f′ ¼ f′tip, and Qside is given by

Qside ¼ πBDðK=K0ÞnK0s′v tan f′side ð20Þ
where s′v¼ mean effective stress along the shaft depth. In
addition, effective shaft weight W is obtained from Eq. (18).
Then, the FSuls and FSsls are given by Eqs. (14) and (15),
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Fig. 10. Effects of indirect modeling of inherent spatial variability on feasible
designs. (a) B¼0.9 m (b) B¼1.2 m and (c) B¼1.5 m.
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respectively. After FSuls and FSsls are obtained, the BD/FSmin

is also calculated in the deterministic model worksheet.
A series of Subset Simulation runs are performed using the

equivalent variance technique to model the inherent spatial
variability together with different λ values varying from 0.5 m to
þ1, each of which has m=4, p0=0.2, and N=15, 000. After each
simulation, the values of pf
ULS and pf

SLS for different combinations
of B and D are calculated using the RBD Add-In shown in Fig. 6
(b), and the feasible designs for ULS and SLS requirements are
determined accordingly by comparing the values of pf

ULS and pf
SLS

with pT
ULS¼0.00069 and pT

SLS¼0.0047, respectively.
Fig. 10 show the variation of Dmin obtained using the equivalent

variance technique to model inherent spatial variability for various
λ values by squares. For comparison, Fig. 10 also includes the
values of Dmin obtained using RFM with the single exponential
correlation structure (i.e., Eq. (1)) by triangles. The squares
generally plot closely to triangles when λo1 m or λ4100 m.
The results obtained using the equivalent variance technique is in
good agreement with those obtained using the RFM when λo1 m
or λ4100 m. On the other hand, when λ41 m and λo100 m,
the squares generally plot above the triangles. This indicates that
using the equivalent variance technique with the simplified form of
the variance reduction function (i.e., Eq. (4)) leads to relatively
conservative designs when λ varies from 1 m to 100 m. For
example, when λ¼8 m, the values of Dmin for B¼0.9 m, 1.2 m,
and 1.5 m obtained using the equivalent variance technique with
Eq. (4) are 1.4 m, 1.0 m, and 0.6 m greater than those obtained
using the RFM, as shown in Fig. 10 (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
Because the range of λ from 1 m to 100 m includes the typical
ranges (e.g., from 2 m to 6 m by Phoon and Kulhawy , 1999a,b) of
vertical scale of fluctuation of in-situ test data on strength
parameters of soil reported in the geotechnical literature, using
the equivalent variance technique with the simplified form of the
variance reduction function in RBD might result in conservative
designs of drilled shafts in design practice.

10. Selection of driving variable

Driving variable Y is a key factor that affects the generation
of conditional samples of interest in Subset Simulation. In the
expanded RBD approach, the conditional samples of interest
are failure samples conditional on design parameters (e.g., B
and D for drilled shafts, the width Wsf and length Lsf for spread
foundations (Wang, 2011), and the embedded depth Dspw for
sheet pile walls (Wang, 2013)). To yield design information
for a wide range of design parameters, the driving variable
needs to simultaneously drive the sampling space to failure
domain and generate effectively failure samples with a wide
range of design parameters. It is, therefore, recommended to
define the driving variable as a combination of failure criterion
(e.g., FS) and design parameters of interest (e.g., B and D in
drilled shaft design, Wsf and Lsf in spread foundation design,
and Dspw in sheet pile wall design). As several FS values (e.g.,
FSuls and FSsls in this study) might be calculated in the design,
it is recommended that the minimum (i.e., FSmin) of these FS
values is used to define Y.
This study defines the driving variable as Y¼BD/FSmin.

Subset Simulation generates samples with increasing values of
the driving variable BD/FSmin as the level increases. The
increase of BD/FSmin is attributed to two factors: decrease of
the denominator FSmin and increase of the numerator BD.
Thus, the effect of driving variable Y¼BD/FSmin on the
sampling process is two-folded. On one hand, due to the
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decrease of denominator FSmin, Subset Simulation drives the
sampling space to failure domain with relatively small FSmin

values that usually correspond to relatively small B and D
values (see Eqs. (14)–(18)). On the other hand, because of the
increase of the numerator BD, Subset Simulation generates
samples with relatively large B and D values. The combined
effects of FSmin and BD in the driving variable Y=BD/FSmin

improve the efficiency of generating failures samples that
cover a wide range of B and D values, particularly those with
relatively large values of B and D. Similar to the driving
variable (i.e., BD/FSmin) defined in the drilled shaft design in
this study, the driving variables for spread foundation design
and sheet pile wall design can be defined as WsfLsf/FSmin and
Dspw/FSmin, respectively.

To illustrate the effect of driving variable, two Subset
Simulation runs are performed with two different driving
variables: one with Y=BD/FSmin and the other with Y=1/FSmin.
Defining driving variable as a function of failure criterion (e.g.,
Y=1/FSmin) is a common practice in Subset Simulation (e.g.,
Au et al., 2010). The uncertainty modeling and deterministic
modeling in the two Subset Simulation runs follow those
adopted in the illustrative example. Each simulation run has
m¼4, p0¼0.2, and N¼15,000, and results in totally 63,000
samples.

Table 1 summarizes the failure samples generated in the two
Subset Simulations. The Subset Simulation with Y¼1/FSmin

generates 34704 ULS failure samples, among which 93.0%
have B¼0.9 m, 6.8% have B¼1.2 m, and 0.2% have B¼1.5
m. Since there are very few samples with B¼1.5 m, it is
difficult to accurately estimate failure probability for designs
with B¼1.5 m. In contrast, the Subset Simulation with Y¼BD/
FSmin generates 25965 ULS failure samples. The percentage of
ULS failure samples with B¼0.9 m decreases to 84.7%, while
the percentages of ULS failure samples with B¼1.2 m and
B¼1.5 m increase to 14.2% and 1.1%, respectively. The
simulation with Y¼BD/FSmin generates more ULS failure
samples with relatively large B values (e.g., B¼1.2 m and
B¼1.5 m) than the simulation with Y¼1/FSmin. In addition,
Table 1 shows that the maximum values (Dmax) of D among
the ULS failure samples at Y¼BD/FSmin are also larger than
those at Y¼1/FSmin. Similar observations are also found for
the SLS failure samples summarized in Table 1. It is evident
that using Y¼BD/FSmin leads to more failure samples with
relatively large B and D values, and it is more appropriate to
use Y¼BD/FSmin than Y¼1/FSmin in the proposed approach.
Table 1
Summary of failure samples generated using different driving variables.

Limit state Driving variable, Y Number of failure samples Percentage o

B¼0.9 (m)

ULS 1/FSmin 34,704 93.0
BD/FSmin 25,965 84.7

SLS 1/FSmin 44,700 84.9
BD/FSmin 38,889 74.8
11. Summary and conclusions

This paper developed a RBD approach for drilled shafts,
which integrates a Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)-based RBD
approach (i.e., the expanded RBD approach) with the random
field theory to model, directly and explicitly, the inherent
spatial variability of soil properties in RBD. The proposed
approach is implemented in a commonly-available EXCEL
spreadsheet environment by a package of worksheets and VBA
functions/Add-Ins. The implementation is divided into three
parts: a deterministic model worksheet, an uncertainty model
worksheet, and a Subset Simulation and RBD Add-In. The
uncertainty modeling and propagation by Subset Simulation
and calculations of conditional failure probability for the
expanded RBD are deliberately decoupled from the determi-
nistic model worksheet for traditional foundation design
calculation so they can proceed as an extension of the
deterministic calculation in a non-intrusive manner. This
effectively removes the hurdle of reliability computational
algorithm and provides a user-friendly graphical user interface
to practicing engineers.
To improve the efficiency and resolution at small probability

levels, the proposed approach enhances the expanded RBD
approach with an advanced MCS method called “Subset
Simulation”. Equations were derived for the integration of the
expanded RBD approach and Subset Simulation. The proposed
approach was illustrated through a drilled shaft design example.
The results obtained from the proposed approach were vali-
dated against those obtained from the expanded RBD approach
with direct MCS. Compared with the expanded RBD approach
with direct MCS, the proposed approach requires much less
random samples. Subset Simulation significantly improves the
computational efficiency at small probability levels and
enhances the expanded RBD approach in design situations
with a small target failure probability.
With the aid of improved efficiency by the Subset Simula-

tion, the proposed approach was applied to explore the effects
of inherent spatial variability (including the scale of fluctuation
and correlation structure) on the RBD of drilled shafts. It was
shown that the scale of fluctuation λ affects feasible designs
significantly. Ignoring spatial variability (i.e., λ¼þ1) leads to
conservative designs at small probability levels, which happen
to be of great interest in foundation designs. The results also
showed that the correlation structure might have considerable
effects on RBD of drilled shafts. The proposed approach
f failure samples (%) Dmax (m)

B¼1.2 (m) B¼1.5 (m) B¼0.9 (m) B¼1.2 (m) B¼1.5 (m)

6.8 0.2 5.4 3.8 2.6
14.2 1.1 6.6 4.8 3.2

12.5 2.6 8.2 5.4 4.4
20.4 4.8 9.4 7.0 5.4
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accounts for the effects of both the scale of fluctuation and
correlation structure in RBD of drilled shafts in a direct and
explicit manner. Note that although a stationary random field is
applied in this study to model the inherent spatial variability of
soil properties, the proposed approach is applicable for general
choices of uncertainty modeling of soil properties, such as non-
stationary random fields to model the inherent spatial variability
of soil properties. The uncertainty model that is deemed
appropriate shall be used in the expanded RBD, provided that
sufficient data is available for such modeling.

The proposed approach was applied to evaluate the effect of
indirect modeling of inherent spatial variability using the
equivalent variance technique and the simplified form of the
variance reduction function in RBD. It was found using the
equivalent variance technique with the simplified form of the
variance reduction function leads to relatively conservative
designs at small probability levels when the scale of fluctuation
λ falls within the typical range of in-situ test data on strength
parameters of soil reported in the geotechnical literature.

In addition, the selection of driving variable in Subset
Simulation for the expanded RBD was discussed. It is
recommended to define the driving variable as a combination
of failure criterion (e.g., FSmin) and design parameters of
interest (e.g., B and D in drilled shaft design). BD/FSmin is
found to be a proper choice for drilled shaft design.
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